
 

 
 
 

Route Description  
Adjusted Route Description until end of September 2019 

 

Molenwerf 16, 1014 BG Amsterdam   

Tel.: +31 20 - 5506 666 
 

 
Interference with motor traffic from April up to and including September 

 
During roadworks on the N200, the accessibility of Molenwerf is adjusted.  
The maps of Google Maps, Waze and Flitsmeister for motor traffic are always up to date.  
They include all current road closures on the N200. The map on www.denieuwen200.nl is always up to date as well. 
We advise you to consult these route planners before your departure.  
 
By car 

Our car park is situated below the building. The spaces for visitors are marked ‘Kennedy Van der Laan Bezoekers’. 

As soon as you drive onto the forecourt towards Molenwerf 12-24, turn left (in front of the barrier), down (the right 
lane), at the 2nd post (RVS colour), first press the upper bell button and then the lower, and the receptionist will open 
the car park for you. 

 

 
From Utrecht 

A2 towards Amsterdam 
 

1. from A2 you arrive at the ring road Amsterdam and you follow A10 Zuid, direction RAI/Den Haag 
2. at the junction De Nieuwe Meer, follow the direction Zaanstad/exit Sloten (S107) 
3. take the exit Transformatorweg (S102) 
4. at the end of the exit, turn right onto Transformatorweg (S102) 
5. continue on Transformatorweg/S102. Turn right at the second traffic light to the Contactweg and follow 

the road to the Sloterdijkerweg, the Velserweg and Molenwerf.  
6. at the closed crossing Molenwerf/Haarlemmerweg, take the u-turn over the tram lane to continue on the 

Molenwerf in opposite direction 
7. after about 75 m, turn right (just before the road curves to the left) and drive onto the forecourt to 

Molenwerf 12-24. 
 
 

From Almere, Lelystad, Amersfoort or Hilversum 

A6/A1 towards Amsterdam 
 

1. from A6, take the A1 towards Amsterdam 
2. from A1 you arrive at the ring road Amsterdam and you follow A10 noord/E35 direction 

Zaanstad/Purmerend/Ring Amsterdam (noord)/Centrum/s114 to s118 
3. at the junction De Nieuwe Meer, follow the direction Zaanstad/exit Sloten (S107) 
4. take the exit S102 towards Westpoort 3000-9000/Centrum/Haarlem/IJmuiden 
5. at the end of the exit, turn left onto Basisweg/S102  
6. continue on Transformatorweg/S102. Turn right at the second traffic light to the Contactweg and follow 

the road to the Sloterdijkerweg, the Velserweg and Molenwerf.  
7. at the closed crossing Molenwerf/Haarlemmerweg, take the u-turn over the tram lane to continue on the 

Molenwerf in opposite direction 
8. after about 75 m, turn right (just before the road curves to the left) and drive onto the forecourt to 

Molenwerf 12-24. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Molenwerf+16,+1014+BG+Amsterdam/@52.3860217,4.8466072,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47c5e261185c4c99:0x24af93303bbf44c0!8m2!3d52.3860184!4d4.8487959
https://www.waze.com/nl
https://www.flitsmeister.nl/
https://www.denieuwen200.nl/


 

From Alkmaar 
via Provincialeweg/N246 

 

1. take the N244 in Stompetoren 
2. continue on N244. Take Provincialeweg/N246 and A8  
3. follow the 2 right lanes at the junction RING West to follow the signs E22, direction 

Rotterdam/Luchthaven Schiphol/A10 
4. take exit S102 towards Westpoort 3000-9000/Centrum/Haarlem/IJmuiden from A10/E22 
5. at the end of the exit, turn left onto Basisweg/S102  
6. continue on Transformatorweg/S102. Turn right at the second traffic light to the Contactweg and 

follow the road to the Sloterdijkerweg, the Velserweg and Molenwerf.  
7. at the closed crossing Molenwerf/Haarlemmerweg, take the u-turn over the tram lane to continue on 

the Molenwerf in opposite direction 
8. after about 75 m, turn right (just before the road curves to the left) and drive onto the forecourt to 

Molenwerf 12-24. 

 

From Schiphol 

A4 towards Amsterdam 
 

1. follow “exit” 
2. follow the A4 direction of Utrecht/Haarlem/Amsterdam 
3. follow the A4 direction of Amsterdam 
4. from A4 you arrive at the ring road Amsterdam and you follow A10 West, direction Amsterdam/Zaanstad 
5. take the right lane to take the exit IJmuiden to S102, direction Westpoort/Centrum 
6. at the end of the exit, turn right onto Transformatorweg (S102) 
7. continue on Transformatorweg/S102. Turn right at the second traffic light to the Contactweg and follow 

the road to the Sloterdijkerweg, the Velserweg and Molenwerf.  
8. at the closed crossing Molenwerf/Haarlemmerweg, take the u-turn over the tram lane to continue on the 

Molenwerf in opposite direction 
9. after about 75 m, turn right (just before the road curves to the left) and drive onto the forecourt to 

Molenwerf 12-24. 

 

 
Public transport 

From Railway Station Amsterdam Sloterdijk 

 
 take tram 19 to terminal Diemen 

 get off at the tram stop “Molenwerf” 

 

 


